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Book II The Analysis

Wtewael (1600) The Battle between the Gods and the Titans





Book II  The Analysis

Introduction

In myths such as the Titanomachy Wtewael (1600) portrays, one group of gods always opposes the dominant 
ones, sometimes the dominance shifts and sometimes the rebels loose and become outcasts or are incorporated 
into the dominant order of the pantheon. Here the pictured mythical battle thus echoes Rembrandt’s (1661) 
paiting shown for Book I The Frameworks due to Claudius Civilis’ role in the Batavian rebellion against the 
Roman Empire and the outsiders’ view of this research it indicates. Moreover, both paintings can be interpreted 
as a fight over which causes guide human action. Yet, these struggles differ much too, also in that the Titanomachy 
was spiritual/mental (i.e. the Geist-world) and the Batavian rebellion was worldy. The idea underlying this 
research is that both sides can relate.
 In this Book II The Analysis both sides and their relationship return during a discourse analysis of the 
concept of territorial cohesion. Part I on territorial cohesion meaning and knowledge namely maps out the 
“ethereal substance” of the concept while Part II on its usage does so for the “earthly matter” involved. The 
crux then lays in Part III where these ether and earth are related to set up the concept’s hermeneutic horizon. 
This allows Part IV to conclude the analysis by unveiling the territorial cohesion struggles and critiquing their 
limitations.




